Module Repair Guide No. 1

As each new product is introduced, our requirement to repair circuit boards and assemblies increases. In order to provide accurate technical information and testing instructions for repair personnel, the Customer Engineering Division has initiated a new publication entitled the "Module Repair Guide". The MRG will be distributed on a per office basis, and is primarily intended for personnel that must repair the internal components of Wang systems.

Module Repair Guides will usually include a theory of operation for the module being repaired, a description of any special test equipment needed, and detailed instructions pertaining to set-up, testing and repair of the module(s).

As with any other publication, we ask for any and all recommendations or suggestions for improvement.

Module Repair Guide No. 2 pertains to the repair of the 7180 and 7279 diskette microprocessor modules for the PCS-II and 2210, using the 7069 Light Board tester. Its format is basically the same as the "Microprocessor Manual of Mass Storage Devices", simply because the 7180 and 7279 are almost identical to the 6718 and 7018 boards.